11:30 A.M. CHECK IN BEGINS
UPPER CONFERENCE CENTER (CC)

11:30 A.M. OPTIONAL LUNCH
CAMPUS DINING
THERE IS AN OPTIONAL LUNCH AT 11:30 AM.
PLEASE ARRIVE BY 11:15 AM IF YOU PLAN TO PARTICIPATE.

12:15 P.M. WELCOME & OVERVIEW
SMSU REPRESENTATIVES
UPPER CC

12:35 P.M. STUDENT SERVICES PANEL
MAY INCLUDE: ACCESS OPPORTUNITY SUCCESS, BARNES & NOBLE CAMPUS STORE, CAREER SERVICES
CHARTWELLS CAMPUS DINING, COUNSELING & TESTING, DIVERSITY & INCLUSION, FINANCIAL AID,
HEALTH SERVICES, TECHNOLOGY RESOURCE CENTER, MUSTANG CARD CENTER, PUBLIC SAFETY,
REGISTRATION, RESIDENCE LIFE, DEEANN GRIEBEL STUDENT SUCCESS CENTER, TRANSFER SPECIALIST
UPPER CC

1:15 P.M. WEB SURVIVAL
VARIOUS LABS

1:55 P.M. TRANSFERRING CREDITS TO SMSU
REGISTRAR’S OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE
VARIOUS LABS

2:30 P.M. ADVISING & REGISTRATION
DEEANN GRIEBEL STUDENT SUCCESS CENTER & REGISTRAR’S OFFICE REPRESENTATIVES / SMSU FACULTY
VARIOUS LABS

Once students have registered for classes, the program will have concluded and students will check out before departing.